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Abstract
More than 19 percent of people in American central cities are poor. In suburbs, just 7.5 percent of people live in poverty. The income elasticity of demand for land is too low for urban poverty to come from wealthy individuals’ wanting to live where land is cheap (the traditional explanation of urban poverty). A significant income elasticity for land exists only because the rich eschew apartment living, and that elasticity is still too low to explain the poor’s urbanization. The urbanization of poverty comes mainly from better access to public transportation in central cities.
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I. Introduction

In 2000, 19.9 percent of the population in the central cities of MSAs lived in poverty, compared with just 7.5 percent of the population in suburbs. While there is substantial rural poverty, it is well established that within U.S. metropolitan areas, the poor live closer to the city center than the rich (Margo [24], Mieszkowski and Mills [26], Mills and Lubuele [29]). Moreover, this gap does not occur because the poor are stuck in cities or because inner city ghettos create poverty. The gap between city and suburban poverty rates is just as large for people who have recently moved between MSAs as it is for long-time residents. Central cities disproportionately attract the poor, at least in the U.S. Our aim is to understand the sorting of the poor, within metropolitan areas, into the dense inner cities.

This puzzle—why do the poor live disproportionately in cities?—is one of the central questions in urban economics. A primary triumph of urban land use theory (Alonso [1], Becker [5], Muth [30], Mills and Hamilton [28]) is its ability to explain the urban centralization of the poor. This monocentric urban model argues that richer consumers buy more land and therefore choose to live where land is cheap. The model can explain why the poor live in city centers as long as the income elasticity of demand for land is greater than the income elasticity of travel costs per mile. In its classic exposition, the model assumes that everyone uses the same mode of transportation and that the main cost of transport is time. In this case, the poor will live in cities if and only if the income elasticity of demand for land is greater than one (see Becker [5]).

While this result is theoretically elegant, there are two reasons why its applicability to modern American cities is limited. First, as many authors have emphasized, our cities are not monocentric: in 2001, 75.9 percent of metropolitan area employment was more than three miles from the Central Business District (Anas, Arnott and Small [2], Glaeser and Kahn [17]). Second, the income elasticity of demand for land is far less than one. Among residents of single-family detached homes, we estimate the income elasticity of land to be .1. When we include both apartment dwellers and residents of detached homes, the income elasticity can be as high as .5, but seems more likely to us to be around .25. This income elasticity of demand for land seems to occur almost exclusively because middle-income individuals like single-family detached homes, not apartments. As the income elasticity of demand for land is still far less than one, it can only explain part of the puzzle.

We follow LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] and argue that the primary reason for central city poverty is public transportation. The large financial costs of automobiles make them unattractive to the poor; public transportation offers a time-intensive alternative that will

---

1 Here and below, “poverty” is based on the standard Census Bureau classification, which establishes family income thresholds based on family size and number of dependent children under 18.
2 Economic theorists have argued that there are poor people in cities because cities make people poor due to the social milieu in cities. The work of Case and Katz [9] and others suggest that the concentration of the poor in dense areas generates harmful local spillovers that exacerbate social problems.
be more appealing to those with low incomes. Public transportation relies on high densities, so if inner cities have public transportation and suburbs do not, then this can explain the urbanization of the poor.\textsuperscript{3} This view does not require a monocentric model. If suburbs are a complete urban environment built around the car, and inner cities are rival area built around public transportation, then it is easy to understand why the poor live and work in inner cities.

Our evidence supports the importance of public transportation in explaining the location decisions of the poor. Within cities, proximity to public transportation does well at predicting the location of the poor. This holds for rail transit stops in 16 cities that have expanded their rail transit systems over the last 30 years, and for bus stops in Los Angeles. Across cities, the poor are likely to live in cities with more public transportation and the poor are less centralized when the suburb-central city gap in public transit is less. Lower levels of central city public transportation in the West may explain why the centralization of the poor is less in that region.

Of course, transit access is endogenous and public transportation may be structured to service the poor. To address this endogeneity, we first examine the effect of proximity to subways in the outer boroughs of New York City. No subway stops have been added since 1942, so at least some claim might be made that subway-stop locations were predetermined prior to the evolution of many neighborhood characteristics. We further look at rail expansions in 16 major cities. These 16 extensions were explicitly designed to connect central city areas to richer suburbs and not to improve access in poor areas. Here, the census tracts that gained access to public transportation became poorer.

We then return to the model and calibrate it to check whether it can explain the centralization of the poor. This calibration uses data from the 2001 National Household Transportation Survey to estimate the time costs of taking public transportation and driving. Our best estimates are that transport modes are two to three times more important than the income elasticity of demand for land in explaining the central location of the poor. Indeed, including transport modes into the model makes it clear that with multiple transport modes, we should always expect the poor to centralize, at least at U.S. levels of income inequality.

While the monocentric urban model can explain the centralization of the poor when it allows for multiple transportation modes, this model does increasing injustice to reality. In Section VII of the paper, we show that the tendency of the poor to suburbanize is unsurprisingly higher in metropolitan areas where jobs are decentralized. In Section VIII, we argue that the historical evidence supports the importance of public transportation as one determinant of the centralization of poverty. Section IX concludes.

\textbf{II. Preliminary Facts}

\textsuperscript{3} There are, of course, commuter trains that operate in low-density areas. However, people who take these trains generally drive to them, so they do not represent a pure public transportation system.
Throughout this paper, many of our results will be based on geocoded census tract data from the Urban Institute and Census Geolytics’ Neighborhood Change Database (see Baum-Snow and Kahn [4]). Based on year 2000 census tract data, the average poverty rate for people living within 25 miles from a Central Business District is 11.7%. The average poverty rate for people living zero to ten miles from the CBD is 14.5%, while for people living 10 to 25 miles from the CBD, the average poverty rate is 8.3%.

We first review the basic facts on urban poverty in the United States based on 2000 Census micro data from the 1% IPUMS Sample. Table 1 reports mean poverty rates by demographic group and by geographic category. In the first column, we give the poverty rate for members of the population subgroup who are living in the central cities of metropolitan areas (based on the census designation of central cities and using the formal census definition of whether a person is in poverty). In the second column, we provide the poverty rate for comparable persons living in the metropolitan area outside of the central city (which we will refer to as suburbs). In the third column, we show the comparable poverty rate for those who live outside of metropolitan areas altogether.

The first five rows describe urbanization of poverty in the U.S. and in the four major census regions. In the U.S. as a whole, the poverty rate is 19.9 percent in central cities and 7.5 percent in metropolitan areas outside of the central city. The poverty rate outside of metropolitan areas is also high, but that is not the focus of this paper.

The second and third rows show that the biggest city-suburb poverty gaps are in the Northeast and the Midwest. In the Northeast, the poverty rate is 14.2 percent higher in the central cities than it is in the suburbs. In the Midwest, the poverty rate is more than 14.2 percent higher than it is in the suburbs. The fourth and fifth rows show the poverty gaps for the West and the South. In both of these areas, the city-suburb poverty gap remains, but the gaps are lower. In particular, the city-suburb poverty gap in the West is only 8.6 percent. Any theory about the location of the poor should also be able to explain these regional differences.

In the next rows of the table, we examine the possibility that the connection between city residence and poverty is treatment (i.e., cities make people poor) not selection (i.e., the poor disproportionately move to central cities). While ghettos may exacerbate poverty, these four columns show that the selection of the poor into the city is intense. The city-suburb poverty rate gap for recent movers is generally larger than the city-suburb poverty rate gap for long-term residents. Among people who came to their MSA in the last five years, the poverty rate is 21.3 percent in the central city and 10 percent in the suburbs. Among people who switched homes within the same MSA in the last five years, the poverty rate is 21.8 percent in the city and 10.4 percent in the suburbs. The natural explanation of these facts is that cities are attracting the poor, not just making them.

---

4 Central Business District definitions are taken from the 1982 Economic Censuses Geographic Reference Manual. They represent agglomerations of census tracts that surveyed local business leaders reported to represent the center of economic activity for each metropolitan region.
Given the high proportion of the urban poor who are black, it is natural to hypothesize that central city poverty is really just another example of the segregation of minorities. Rows 11 and 12 look at the poverty rates of blacks and non-blacks by city residence. The central city-suburb poverty gap is 8.5 percent among non-blacks. This is almost as large as the 10.5 percent overall gap. In row 13, we look at the city-suburb poverty gap for MSAs that are less than 10 percent black. The poverty gap is 9.8 percent in those cities. Race is clearly important, but it is not a dominant factor in explaining the urban centralization of the poor. Moreover, racism only explains separation between blacks and whites—it does not explain the urbanization of the poor.\(^5\)

The poverty rates enumerated in Table 1 conceal the considerable heterogeneity that exists within metropolitan areas. Using census tract-level data from the 2000 decennial Census, Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the connection between income and distance from the city center. The figures plot average household income against distance (measured in miles) from the Central Business District. Central Business District location is from the 1982 Census, which was based on polls of local leaders.

Figure 1 shows the income-distance relationship for three older metropolitan areas (New York, Chicago and Philadelphia). In these cities (and in most other older cities) there is a clear u-shaped pattern. The census tracts closest to the city center are often among the richest in the metropolitan area. The poorest census tracts come next, with the bottom of the curves generally lying between three and six miles away from the Central Business District. After that point income rises again. In most cities, income begins to fall again in the outer suburbs.

Figure 2 shows the income-distance relationship for three newer cities (Los Angeles, Atlanta, and Phoenix). In these cities a different pattern emerges. Rather than a u-shaped pattern, median income shows a generally monotonic increasing relationship with distance from the Central Business District. As in the older cities, income sometimes falls in the outer suburbs.

Table 2 reports regression results to highlight the poverty patterns and household median income patterns across all cities, “older” cities, and “newer” cities. In older cities (defined as cities that were large in 1900), income generally falls with distance from the CBD for the first three miles, and then rises. In newer cities (cities that were not large in 1900), income rises monotonically with distance from the CBD. Ideally, a theory of the centralization of poverty should be able to explain these differences.

Older and newer cities differ with respect to their share of total employment located near the CBD. Based on 2000 data from the census zip code employment file, 55 percent of metropolitan area employment within 25 miles from the CBD is more than five miles from the Central Business District for our “old” cities and 81% of metro area employment within 25 miles from the “new” CBD is more than five miles from the CBD. (for more on the data source, see Baum-Snow and Kahn [4]). Thus, there is a sense in which the monocentric model is relevant for a diminishing number of American cities.

\(^5\) Indeed, Cutler, Glaeser and Vigdor [12] provide evidence suggesting that whites are less prone to flee blacks in suburbs than in central cities.
(Mieszkowski and Smith [27], Giuliano and Small [14], Glaeser and Kahn [16], [17]). In the majority of cities, people both live and work outside of the central city. This suburbanization of employment means that most suburban residents do not drive into the city to go to work; they stay out in the suburbs. Does living in the suburbs increase commuting time?\textsuperscript{6} To examine this point, we use data for 109 metropolitan areas that have 200,000 or more jobs in a 25 mile radius from their CBD. For these metropolitan areas, we examine how commute times vary as a function of distance from the CBD. As shown in column (1), in a metropolitan area with 0\% of its employment within five miles of the CBD, commute times would decline by -.59 minutes per extra mile of distance from the CBD. In contrast, in a metropolitan area with complete job centralization, an extra mile of commute distance would increase the average one way commute time by roughly 2 minutes (2.6246-.5857). Note how similar the slope coefficients are in columns (1) and (3). The results in column (1) are estimated using year 2000 Census data where the unit of analysis are census tracts within ten miles of the CBD. The results in column (3) are based on 2001 National Household Transportation Survey micro data. In this data set the unit of analysis is a person. Zip code level identifiers allow us to identify people who live within ten miles of a CBD.\textsuperscript{7} In column (4), we use information in the 2001 NHTS concerning the mileage distance of a person’s commute. The regression coefficients indicate that for a commuter who works in a metropolitan area with complete job centralization that an extra mile of distance from the CBD increases the distance of the commute by .75 miles (.2959+.4636).

(TRANSITION sentence needed on

\textbf{III. Models of Urban Poverty}

Many theories that seem to explain the urbanization of the poor actually explain only the separation of the non-poor and the poor. Some authors argue that crime, schools and other urban social problems explain the flight of the rich from cities (see Mieszkowski and Mills [26], Mills and Lubuele [29]). These arguments are surely right. People who leave the cities often cite these urban social problems as a primary reason for their exodus (see Katz, Kling and Liebman [22]). Suburban governments that cater to wealthier voters surely help attract the rich. The rich are willing to pay to avoid proximity to the poor, perhaps because of crime, weak public schools, or discriminatory tastes.\textsuperscript{8}

However, urban social problems and the presence of minorities do not explain urban poverty. Urban social problems derive more from the concentration of poor people in

\textsuperscript{6} Gordon, Kumar and Richardson [20] present evidence showing the commute times are lower in the suburbs.

\textsuperscript{7} The 2001 NHTS data samples from 53 metropolitan areas. Thus, the Census tract level data used in column (1) includes metropolitan areas that are not sampled in the NHTS data.

\textsuperscript{8} More educated people are more likely to migrate out of a high-crime center city than the less educated. An increase of one crime in the central city reduces the count of college graduates in the city by 1.54. Conversely, for people with less than 12 years of schooling, the out-migration response is .77 (Cullen and Levitt [11]).
cities rather than anything intrinsic to cities themselves. As such, urban social problems create a multiplier effect where an initial attraction of the poor to cities will then be greatly magnified to create significant poor/non-poor segregation. Perhaps the poor just ended up in the city center by chance and the rest followed. But this view seems hard to reconcile with the fact that the poor are over-represented in the central cities of every one of America’s metropolitan areas. A satisfying theory of urban centralization should explain not only why the poor and the non-poor live apart, but also why, conditional upon the poor and non-poor living apart, the poor choose to live closer to the city center.

The classic Alonso-Muth-Mills (AMM) model offers just such an explanation of why the poor live in cities: the rich move to suburbs where the land is cheap so that they can own bigger houses. In the simplest AMM model, the key condition for the suburbanization of the non-poor to occur is that the elasticity of demand for land with respect to income is greater than the elasticity of the value of time with respect to income (see Becker [5]).

While we believe non-monocentric models offer a better chance of being able to explain more of America’s urban landscape, even the standard monocentric model can do a much better job of explaining the patterns of wealth and poverty if it incorporates different transport modes (as in LeRoy and Sonstelie [23]).

To frame the empirical work, it makes sense to consider the implications of a particularly simple version of the AMM model with two income groups and two commuting modes. We assume two classes of people: rich people with income \( Y_{Rich} \) and poor people with income \( Y_{Poor} \). The rich have an opportunity cost of time equal to \( W_{Rich} \); the poor have an opportunity cost of time equal to \( W_{Poor} \). For simplicity, we assume that the land consumption of the rich is fixed at \( A_{Rich} \) and that the land consumption of the poor is fixed at \( A_{Poor} \). As land consumption is fixed, locations will be chosen by individuals who are minimizing the sum of commuting costs and housing costs. For any fixed income group (with time cost \( W \) and land consumption \( A \)) using a transportation technology which requires \( T \) units per mile, being indifferent over locations implies that the price of land must satisfy

\[
A \frac{\partial \text{Price}}{\partial \text{Distance}} = -WT. \tag{1}
\]

The price of land must fall with distance just enough to compensate commuters for longer commutes. The bid-rent gradient,

\[
\frac{\partial \text{Price}}{\partial \text{Distance}} = \frac{-WT}{A}, \tag{2}
\]

determines which group lives closest to the city center. If two groups neighbor one another, the group with the steeper bid-rent gradient will live closer to the city center.

---

9 Glaeser and Sacerdote [18] present evidence suggesting that one-half of urban crime appears related to the selection of crime-prone individuals into cities.

10 Pro-poor city governments and anti-poor suburbs contributing to the centralization of poverty also seems likely to be the result of an initial tendency of the poor to live in cities. For an analysis of how the choice of public service levels affects income sorting within a metropolitan area, see de Bartolome and Ross [3].
since if two groups neighbor each other they will pay the same at the point of contact, but the group with the steeper bid-rent gradient will be willing to pay more for land at distances closer to the city center. If everyone has the same transportation costs, then the poor live closest to the city center if and only if
\[ \frac{A_{\text{Rich}}}{A_{\text{Poor}}} > \frac{W_{\text{Rich}}}{W_{\text{Poor}}}, \]
\[ (3) \]
or \( \varepsilon^A_Y > \varepsilon^W_Y \) where
\[ \varepsilon^A_Y = \frac{Y_{\text{Poor}} A_{\text{Rich}} - A_{\text{Poor}}}{A_{\text{Poor}} Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}}, \]
\[ (4) \]
the income elasticity of demand for land, and
\[ \varepsilon^W_Y = \frac{Y_{\text{Poor}} W_{\text{Rich}} - W_{\text{Poor}}}{W_{\text{Poor}} Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}}, \]
\[ (5) \]
the elasticity of the time cost of commuting with respect to income. This condition (which appeared in Becker [5]) is described as saying that the poor will live in the city center if and only the elasticity of land consumption with respect to income is greater than the income elasticity of time cost with respect to income.

Following LeRoy and Sonstelie [23], we assume that there are two modes of transportation: public transportation and driving. The slow mode requires \( T_p \) time units per mile and also has a fixed time cost of \( F \). Driving a car has a fixed financial cost of \( C \) and requires \( T_C \) time units per mile of commute, where \( T_p > T_C \) (although there are some areas where subways will be faster than cars).

We consider two cases that capture older and newer American cities. In the first case, corresponding to newer cities, only the poor take public transportation. In the second case, both groups take public transportation. If \( W_{\text{Rich}} F > C > W_{\text{Poor}} F \), then the poor will take public transportation for distances closer than \( (C / W_{\text{Poor}} - F) / (T_p - T_C) \), but the rich will always drive. In this case, the poor will have a steeper bid-rent gradient and live closer to the city center if and only if
\[ \frac{A_{\text{Rich}}}{A_{\text{Poor}}} > \frac{T_p W_{\text{Rich}}}{T_p W_{\text{Poor}}}, \]
\[ \text{or} \]
\[ \varepsilon^A_Y + \frac{T_p - T_C}{T_p} \left( Y_{\text{Poor}} \frac{Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}}{Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}} + \varepsilon^W_Y \right) > \varepsilon^W_Y. \]
\[ (6) \]
\[ (7) \]
This condition is more likely to hold than the standard AMM condition, because it incorporates the fact that the poor have a comparative advantage in using public transportation, and public transportation has a comparative advantage in commutes for short distances from the city center. This assumes that public transportation is available everywhere; if public transportation was only accessible close to the city center, then this

\[ \text{11 This condition is analogous to equation (7) in LeRoy and Sonstelie [23].} \]
would further increase the tendency of the poor to centralize. We will estimate the magnitudes of \( \varepsilon^A_Y \) and
\[
\frac{T_p - T_C}{T_p} \left( \frac{Y_{\text{Poor}}}{Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}} + \varepsilon^W_Y \right)
\]
to figure out which is more important in explaining the centralization of the poor.

If these conditions hold and \( \varepsilon^A_Y < \varepsilon^W_Y \), so that the demand for land cannot alone explain the centralization of poverty, then a city will have three rings. In the innermost ring, poor people will take public transportation, in the middle ring, rich people will drive; and finally, on the outskirts, poor people will drive.

If \( W_{\text{Rich}} F < C \), \( \varepsilon^A_Y < \varepsilon^W_Y \) and
\[
\frac{A_{\text{Rich}}}{A_{\text{Poor}}} > \frac{T_C W_{\text{Rich}}}{T_p W_{\text{Poor}}},
\]
then some rich people will take public transportation. In that case, a city will have four rings, and the innermost circle of the city will contain rich people taking public transportation. The remaining three rings will be the same as those in the city described above. We think of these assumptions as characterizing the older cities of the U.S. and some European cities like London and Paris. In these older cities, a larger presence of public transportation tends to lower \( F \), and higher garage and insurance costs raise \( C \).

In this case, again the key condition for the poor to live closer to the city center than the rich is that
\[
\varepsilon^A_Y + \frac{T_p - T_C}{T_p} \left( \frac{Y_{\text{Poor}}}{Y_{\text{Rich}} - Y_{\text{Poor}}} + \varepsilon^W_Y \right) > \varepsilon^W_Y.
\]

If the AMM model is to be useful in understanding the centralization of the poor, then we must understand the empirical values of \( \varepsilon^A_Y, \varepsilon^W_Y, \) and \( \frac{T_p - T_C}{T_p} \). There is an extensive literature on the value \( \varepsilon^W_Y \), and we will not try to re-estimate this coefficient. Becker’s [5] analysis, where the wage is the opportunity cost of time, suggests that this elasticity should equal one. This will continue to be true if the value of time is any fixed multiple of the wage rate (e.g., everyone values commuting at .5 times their wage). Some urban research on commuting costs has reported empirical evidence of smaller commuting cost

---

12 In a previous draft (Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport [19]), we considered a third mode of transportation, walking: a technology that is very slow but has no fixed costs. The existence of this technology ensures that as long as \( \varepsilon^A_Y < \varepsilon^W_Y \), the innermost ring of the city will contain rich walkers. This third technology further supports the idea that the older walking cities have an inner ring filled with the rich.

13 If \( W_{\text{Rich}} F > C \) and \( \frac{A_{\text{Rich}}}{A_{\text{Poor}}} < \frac{T_C W_{\text{Rich}}}{T_p W_{\text{Poor}}} \), then transport technology differences are less important relative to the differences in value of time. This is likely to be true in highly unequal societies, and in these places, we expect to see the rich living closest to the city center because their time is so valuable relative to the time of the poor.
elastitethical (see Small [34] and Calfee and Winston [9]). Our view is that the empirical literature is inconclusive, but that it is probably reasonable to assume that \( \varepsilon \) equals .75 (or more) based on the theoretically predicted unitary elasticity of commuting costs with respect to income as our benchmark value.

IV. The Income Elasticity of Demand for Land

Our objective now is to estimate the income elasticity of demand for land, and to compare this elasticity with the benchmark value of one. While there is a large empirical literature on the income elasticity of demand for housing as a whole, there has been little work on the income elasticity of demand for lot size.

We focus on reporting new estimates of land demand elasticities. In some variants of the AMM model, the income elasticity of demand for lot size equals the income elasticity of spending on housing, but this is obviously not true in general. Total housing consumption includes both intensive housing attributes (better infrastructure, finished basements, taller structures) and neighborhood amenities that do not necessarily get more expensive as land consumption rises. A tendency to consume fancy bathrooms and kitchen appliances (i.e., sub-zero refrigerators) does not create any incentive to live closer to or further away from the city center, once land consumption is held constant. (THIS contradicts Jan’s claim) “At a given location in the city, land demand is just proportional to housing demand, with the constant of proportionality being the reciprocal of structural density (housing output per acre). So the income elasticities are the same, holding location fixed. It's certainly fine to focus on land demand, but the justification should be one of convenience.”

Our basic household level regression is

\[
\text{Log(Lot Size)} = \alpha + \beta \times \text{Log(Income)} + \text{Other Controls} + \varepsilon. \tag{11}
\]

Our primary data source for this exercise is the 2003 American Housing Survey (AHS), which provides us with information on the individual incomes, personal characteristics, and lot size for single-family homes. Conceptually, the biggest problem with this regression is that we omitted the price of land. In principle, this omission could bias the coefficient in either direction. However, the essence of the AMM model’s explanation of the urban poverty is that the rich are going to live in areas where the price of land costs less, and this would mean that the estimated coefficient is biased upwards.

14 Becker [5] himself actually uses housing consumption elasticities, not land consumption elasticities, but he is careful to differentiate the two and to claim that the result refers to land consumption.

15 Glaeser and Gyourko [15] document that the non-structure component of housing costs is only very slightly connected to the quantity of land consumed. The bulk appears to be essentially a lump-sum cost that is paid regardless of lot size.
Table 3 reports our housing regressions. Columns (1) and (2) show our results for residents who live in single-family detached housing. In regression (1) we include only income and metropolitan area fixed effects. The estimated income elasticity of demand for housing is .08, and the standard error of this estimate is .008. In column (2), we include controls for age, race and household size. The coefficient remains .08. The coefficient is quite robust to alternative specifications and including other controls. We also tested for the possibility that income elasticities are stronger for families with children subgroups by interacting income with the presence of children. We found only a small, positive interaction.

One criticism of estimating income elasticities using current income is that current income measures permanent income with error, therefore estimated coefficients are biased towards zero. In column (3), we follow a standard approach to this problem and instrument for income with years of education. This approach is only sensible if education is correlated with permanent income but has no other impact on housing consumption. The estimated coefficient rises to .26.

Estimating income elasticity using only single-family homes is problematic, however, because much of the population in inner cities lives in multi-family dwellings. Unfortunately, we do not have data on lot size for multi-family dwellings. To overcome this problem, we have constructed a lot size variable for apartment residents. For these buildings, we have taken interior area and multiplied it by 1.5 to find total area consumed by each household. This multiple is meant to accommodate hallways, lobbies and external space. As any multiplier of this sort is likely to be relatively inexact, we have duplicated our regressions for a range of multipliers from 1.25 to 2, and the coefficient on income remains almost unchanged. We then divide by the number of floors in the apartment building to calculate land area per household.

Using this constructed measure of land consumption, column (4) reports an estimated coefficient of .34. This coefficient includes MSA fixed effects, but no other controls. This estimate is much larger than the estimate in the regression reported above. In regression (5), we include controls for the householder’s age, marital status, race and ethnicity, size of household, and number of children, and instrument for income using years of education. In this case, the coefficient rises to .55.

A related hypothesis on the income elasticity of the demand for land is richer individuals don’t care about owning large quantities of land themselves, but they do want to live in less-dense communities. This demand may occur because less-dense communities are associated with public safety and fewer social problems (see Glaeser and Sacerdote [18]). Estimating the income elasticity of demand for land based on individual lot size would therefore underestimate the true income elasticity of demand for land. To examine such a possibility, we look at the relationship between median household income and average household land use at the tract level:

\[ \text{Log(Land per Household)} = 0.48 \times \text{Log(Median Income)} + \text{Other Controls} \]  

(12)

The standard error on income elasticity estimate is .008. We use census data from 1990 and 2000. We include year fixed effects and metropolitan area fixed effects, and we
control for distance from the Central Business District. This approach cannot account for
the large amounts of tract land space that may be used for commercial and other non-
residential, “non-open space” purposes, but one advantage of tract-level analysis is that
we can control for distance from the Central Business District in our regressions.

We believe that these estimates of the elasticity of land demand with respect to income,
ranging from .25 to .5, are something of an upper bound on the true income elasticity of
land demand with respect to housing prices, because we are not including the public
transportation-related reasons for the poor to centralize. If the rich live in suburbs (to
drive), and if single-family detached housing is disproportionate in suburbs, then we will
observe a connection between income and land area that is spurious. The most
aggressive estimates of income elasticity of demand for land are still too low to explain
the centralization of poverty, and we think that more realistic estimates make it clear that
there is still much to be explained.

Brueckner and Rosenthal [6] argue that lower-quality housing in the central city can help
explain the centralization of the poor. We view this theory as complementary to the
public transportation hypothesis. Both theories suggest that older infrastructure that was
originally designed for a poorer time now appeals to poorer residents. However, one
piece of evidence that suggests that this explanation cannot explain everything is the low
income elasticity of demand for new housing in the American Housing Survey. In
Regressions (6) and (7) in Table 3, we regress the log of the age of the home on
household income. Based on OLS, we estimate an age elasticity of -.05, and based on IV
we estimate an elasticity of -.23.

Another set of complementary hypotheses emphasize land use controls that restrict the
amount of low-cost housing in suburbs. In an earlier working paper version of this paper
(Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport [19]), we address this issue by calculating whether
housing costs for the poor rise disproportionately in the suburbs. We found that while
prices may be cheaper in some central cities, prices are not disproportionately lower for
the types of housing consumed by the poor. As such, there did not seem to be a home-
price related financial incentive for the poor to differentially locate in central cities.

V. Income Sorting and the Multi-Mode Transportation Model

At this point, we return to the LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] model and provide new estimates
of commute times by commuting mode to see if public transportation can explain the
sorting of the poor into the city center. First, we use the 2001 National Household
Transportation Survey (NHTS) to calibrate the model. Then, we turn to three other tests
of the model’s validity. The NHTS provides detailed information on travel times and
modes for a national sample of commuters. We use these data to estimate the variable
and fixed time costs of each mode. For each mode, we estimate:

$$\text{Time to Work} = \alpha + \beta^* (\text{Distance to Work}) + \epsilon.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
We include only those commuters that live within 10 miles of their workplace.

Our first regression in Table 6 shows results for walking. Commuters who walk to work take 10.2 minutes per mile. We suspect walkers of overestimating their athleticism. The second regression shows results for automobile users. Car travel takes about 1.6 minutes per mile, which suggests an average speed of 37.5 miles per hour. The fixed time cost of driving is 5.6 minutes, which presumably reflects walking to and from parking spots. Given its large sample size, we are particularly confident about this automobile regression.

The third and fourth regressions show results for public transportation. The fixed time costs are much higher than in the case of cars. We estimate a 22.2-minute fixed cost associated with bus travel and an 18.4-minute fixed cost associated with subway travel. The subway results primarily reflect conditions in New York City. The time cost for bus travel is estimated at 2.95 minutes per mile (approximately 20 miles per hour), and 3.32 minutes per mile by subway (approximately 18 miles per hour). Buses and subways are slower than cars, but the biggest time cost difference comes in the fixed costs of using public transportation.

Do these estimates predict that the condition for the poor to live in the center, will hold? We have estimated that \( T_c \) equals 1.6, and aggregating bus and subway results suggest that \( T_p \) equals 3. With these estimates, \( (T_p - T_c) / T_p \) equals .47. The previous discussion suggests that benchmark estimates of \( \varepsilon_y^w \) and \( \varepsilon_y^A \) might be .75 and .25, respectively. The condition then becomes

\[
.25 + .47 \left( \frac{Y_{\text{poor}}}{Y_{\text{rich}} - Y_{\text{poor}}} + .75 \right) > .75,
\]

or \( 4.22 Y_{\text{poor}} > Y_{\text{rich}} \). Given the levels of income inequality that we see within cities, this is always likely to hold (at least within the United States). As we have seen in Figures 1 and 2, income levels generally rise by much less than 100 percent within American cities.

A second question is whether these parameter values predict that the poor will use public transportation and that the rich will drive, which requires that the cash savings from public transportation be greater than the time cost for the poor and less than the time cost for the rich. Our estimates suggest that for a five-mile commute, driving saves 23 minutes per trip relative to a bus (which is close to the average time difference between car and public transportation commute times in the U.S. as a whole). If a car costs $2,000 per year or $4 per commute (50 weeks and eight commutes per week), then this time savings makes sense for someone with an opportunity cost of time above $13 per hour and not for someone whose time is less valuable. Given the U.S. income distribution, these figures predict that a 100 percent increase in income from $10 to $20 per hour should be associated with a massive shift from public transportation to driving.
What about alternative values of $\varepsilon^W$ and $\varepsilon^A$? If $(T_p - T_c)/T_p$ equals .47, then the condition for the centralization of the poor can be rewritten as

$$1 + \frac{.47}{.53\varepsilon^W - \varepsilon^A} > \frac{Y_{Rich}}{Y_{Poor}}.$$  

(16)

If $\varepsilon^A$ equals .1 (our lowest estimate of this coefficient) and $\varepsilon^W$ remains .75, then the condition for the centralization of the rich becomes $3.58Y_{poor} > Y_{Rich}$. Thus, different values of $\varepsilon^A$ are not likely to be very important in determining whether the poor live in cities, once there are multiple modes. If $\varepsilon^W$ rises to 1, and $\varepsilon^A$ equals .25, then the condition becomes $2.67Y_{poor} > Y_{Rich}$. Lower values of $\varepsilon^W$ will make the condition hold more often.

The core result from this calibration is that given reasonable parameter estimates, people earning $10 an hour would be expected to take public transportation and people earning $20 an hour would be expected to drive. But given the fact that public transportation is almost twice as slow as driving, we should still expect the poorer people who take public transportation to live closer to the city center. Natural parameter estimates for the U.S. readily predict that the poor will both take public transportation when it is available and then locate close to the city center.

A final reasonable question is the relative importance of transport costs and demand elasticities in pushing the poor to the center. One way of thinking about this question is, what is the value of $\varepsilon^A$ relative to

$$\frac{T_p - T_c}{T_p} \left( \frac{Y_{poor}}{Y_{Rich} - Y_{poor}} + \varepsilon^W \right)?$$  

(17)

If $\varepsilon^A$ equals .25, and $\varepsilon^W$ equals .75, and if the rich have 50 percent more income than the poor, then $\varepsilon^A$ is one-half of the size of

$$\frac{T_p - T_c}{T_p} \left( \frac{Y_{poor}}{Y_{Rich} - Y_{poor}} + \varepsilon^W \right),$$  

(18)

or 27 percent of the total right hand side of the inequality. This suggests to us that public transportation explains almost three-quarters of the sorting of the poor into the center and demand for land explains one-quarter of our basic puzzle.

**IV. Public Transportation and the Location of the Poor**

We now present evidence on the connection between poverty and public transportation. We seek to understand whether access to public transit can explain the relationship between the urban income gradient and distance to the city center. (GOOD?)
We first look within cities at a point in time and look at whether the poor live in places where there is access to public transportation. Next, we look at whether poverty rates increase in places where access to public transportation has increased. In the next section, we calibrate the condition suggested by the LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] modified-AMM model.

In Table 4, we turn to tract level data and test whether, in a cross-section of census tracts, the poor live close to public transportation. We have two distinct samples: 16 cities where we have data on rail access; and the outer boroughs of New York City, where we have data on subway stops.

In all three samples, we first regress the log of household median income on distance from the CBD. This is meant to measure the extent of the sorting of the poor in each of the three samples. Then we control for public transportation usage in the tract. This measure is meant to capture the raw effect of public transport usage. Since this is itself a function of poverty, we do not put too much stock in these raw regressions. Finally, for each sample, we instrument for public transport usage with our measures of access to public transportation.

Column (1) replicates the basic income-distance relationship shown earlier (in Table 2) for a subsample made up of tracts from 16 cities. We estimate a piecewise linear (spline) regression allowing the coefficient on distance to change at three and ten miles. The coefficient on distance is .099 within three miles and .062 for tracts between three and ten miles of the city center. In regression (2), we control for the share of tract workers who commute using public transport.

Column (2) shows that including public transportation usage increases explanatory power and eliminates two-thirds of the positive relationship between distance and income for distances less than ten miles from the city center. In column (3), we instrument for public transportation usage using distance to train lines (see Baum-Snow and Kahn, 2005). In this case the coefficient on public transportation increases dramatically, and the relationship between income and distance to the city center flips sign. Access to public transportation appears to explain all of the connection between distance and income.

Table 4, columns (7) through (9) measure transportation usage solely by subway usage, using tract-level data from the New York City boroughs of Queens, Brooklyn and the Bronx. (Staten Island has no subways and subway coverage is far too dense in Manhattan to provide any meaningful variation.) For this sample, no subway stops have been added since 1942; thus any endogeneity on stop locations stems from poverty levels of at least 48 years earlier. As many neighborhoods have changed radically during this

---

16 In an earlier draft of this paper, we found using 1990 micro data that the centralization of the poor across metropolitan areas is correlated with the prevalence of public transportation use in the city center (see Figure 6 of Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport [19]).

17 Brueckner and Rosenthal [6] report that once one controls for the age distribution of a census tract’s housing stock that the relationship between tract income and distance to the CBD is attenuated.
period, we believe that these locations can be thought of as having some degree of exogeneity. The results are quite compatible with the earlier samples. Public transportation usage appears to strongly predict poverty and to explain a substantial amount of the connection between proximity and poverty.

In Table 5, we look at the effects of public transportation expansions on tract-level poverty. For our 16-city sample, public transit construction between 1980 and 2000 increased the supply of communities with close access to rail transit. As discussed in Baum-Snow and Kahn [4], these transit expansions were intended to connect suburban locations to the Central Business District. In Table 5, we look at whether poverty rates rose in tracts where rail transportation became more accessible. Presumably, public transportation’s appeal to the poor arises because it eliminates the need to own a car. As such, we look at areas where new construction made it possible to walk to a transit line. Using data for the 16 metro areas, we estimate

\[
\text{Poverty Rate} = \alpha + \beta \times \text{Proximity to Transit} + \varepsilon .
\]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

In this regression, the key explanatory variable is a dummy that equals one if a census tract is within one mile of rail transit. In estimating this regression, we exploit a tract-level panel dataset where we observe each census tract in 1980, 1990 and 2000. In regression (1), we include metropolitan area fixed effects, year fixed effects, and MSA by year fixed effects. Tracts that are within a mile of rail transit have 4 percentage points higher poverty rates. In regressions (2) and (4), we include tract fixed effects, and thus we are examining how tract poverty rates change as some census tracts are “treated” with increased access to rail transit due to city-level rail transit expansions. We find small but statistically significant results. Based on the results in regressions (2) and (4), a treated tract experiences a .004 percentage point increase in poverty relative to non-treated tracts in the same metropolitan area that are equidistant to the CBD. While the results in Table 5 are modest, they continue to suggest the positive impact of access to public transportation on the location of the poor.

Anecdotal information also suggests that changes in public transportation can lead to increased poverty. For example, Harlem’s evolution into a ghetto begins with the extension of the subway into that area (see Osofsky [31]). As public transportation came to Harlem, African Americans moved from less-segregated, less-attractive areas closer to the city center into this newly accessible place.

**Further Implications**

We now turn to implications of the model to see if they help us understand heterogeneity across cities in the U.S. and the world. A very clear implication of the model is that if our analysis is correct, and $\varepsilon^{A}_{r} < \varepsilon^{W}_{r}$ (i.e., the poor live in the central city because of public transportation, not because of land area), then within areas where only one mode of transport is used, the non-poor should live closer to the center of town.
There is really no area in America where cars are not an important part of transport, but in many areas of the U.S., only cars are used. If public transportation explains the centralization of poverty, then we should expect the rich to live closer to the city center in those metropolitan areas where almost nobody commutes using public transit. To identify these metropolitan areas, we examine public transit use in census tracts between 5 and 15 miles from the CBD. For each metropolitan area in that mileage range, we identify the census tract with the maximum public transit use. We drop all metropolitan areas where the tract with the highest public transit share of commuters exceeds 2.5%. This leaves us a sample of 99 metropolitan areas. In Table 7’s column (1) we refer to these metropolitan areas as the “car zone”.

Column (1) of Table 7 shows a significant negative relationship between distance from CBD and income in car zones. In an area where only one mode of transportation is being used, richer people appear to live closer to the city center. This suggests that the existence of multiple modes of transport is crucial for understanding why the poor live in cities.

As a second test of the theory, we look at the effects of subways across metropolitan areas. The theory predicts that the transition from poor to non-poor will occur when cars replace public transportation. If a different transportation technology changes the point at which cars substitute for public transportation, this will change the point where urban poverty is replaced by higher income areas. We examine the subset of metropolitan areas that have subways. The effect of these subways is to move the public transit zone much further out, since the time cost per mile of subways is much lower than the time cost per mile of buses. In column (2) of Table 7, we examine the relationship between tract median income and tract distance from the CBD in subway cities and non-subway cities. The subway cities include Boston, Chicago, New York City and Philadelphia. In subway cities, incomes first decline with respect to distance from the CBD, out to three miles. Beyond three miles from the CBD, income increases as the distance to the CBD increases. In contrast, for non-subway cities, incomes rise with distance from the CBD for tracts within three miles of the city center. In column (3) of Table 7, we examine the relationship between tract public transit use and tract distance from the CBD in subway cities and non-subway cities. Subway cities feature a positive relationship between public transit use and distance to the CBD for tracts within three miles of the CBD.

Figure 3, panels A and B show the patterns of income and public transportation usage in subway cities and non-subway cities respectively. In both cases, income and public transportation usage track one another (note that we have inverted income values with respect to the vertical axis). In cities with subways, public transit use remains high even at distances relatively far from the city center. In the subway cities, near the city center median income falls with distance from the CBD as predicted by the three-mode model (assuming a zone in which both poor and non-poor individuals use public transit). The rise in income and fall in public transit usage beyond three miles from the CBD in subway cities presumably pick up the shift from public transit to car usage by high-income individuals.

*Explaining Poverty Sorting in “New” and “Old” Cities*  (BUILD)
An additional benefit of the transportation mode model is that it can explain the different income-location patterns between old and new cities described in the stylized fact section above. In new cities, even within three miles of the city center, the non-poor drive cars and the poor take public transportation. The correlation between the logarithm of income and public transportation use at the census tract level in the new cities within three miles of the CBD is -.509. As the non-poor are driving, it is quite understandable that they live further from the city center.

However, in the old cities there is a positive connection between income and public transportation use. Indeed, the correlation between the logarithm of income and public transportation use is positive .259 in old cities within three miles of the CBD. Furthermore, in that region there is a positive relationship between walking and income: .162. As the non-poor appear to be particularly drawn to the high time cost per mile technology in older cities, it should not surprise us to find them closer to the city center in the older cities. In the newer cities, the non-poor are particularly likely to drive cars, and it should therefore not surprise us to find them living further from the city center. Thus, the transportation model can explain the differences between the old and new cities.

**The Centralization of Poverty in the Past**

We have presented new evidence based on the recent experience of U.S cities to argue that the pursuit of minimizing total commuting costs helps to explain the centralization of the poor. The U.S historical experience and evidence from around the world today provides additional insights about this hypothesis.

As LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] and Gin and Sonstelie [13] argue, transportation technologies help us to understand the changing patterns of wealth and poverty within metropolitan areas over time. LeRoy and Sonstelie show that in New York, 52 percent of workers earning less than $10 per week walked to work in 1907. Only 12 percent of workers earning $20 per day used that form of transportation, and instead used streetcars. Just as the car today favored the non-poor, the streetcar did in the past, and it helps to explain why the poor lived close to the city center 100 years ago.

Was there a time in the U.S. when only one mode was used? Urban public transportation really only began in 1828, when omnibus lines were pioneered in Paris, and prior to this date, all but the very wealthy walked to work. If the model is correct, then during this time period the rich should have lived close to the city center, and the decentralization of the rich should only have happened with the onset of public transportation.

Before 1800, Boston was tied to its wharves. The famous Bonner map of 1722 shows a massive clustering of homes of both the rich and the poor around the wharves. For example, the merchant tailor Robert Keayne’s house, which became the town house, faced the market square. The Governor’s house, which had originally been built privately by Peter Sargeant, was close by. Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries
high-end development occurred in Summer Street, Bowdoin Square and Bulfinch’s Tontine Crescent in Franklin Street. While there were certainly occasional mansions (such as the Bromfield House on Beacon Street) built on the edge of town, the mass of development for the wealthier residents appears to be quite close to the traditional downtown. Only in the 19th century, when the omnibus became available did the wealthy move away from the poor. The old South End became an area for the poor and Back Bay (once it was filled in) became a place for the rich. Warner [35] traces the powerful role that the streetcars played in moving wealthy Bostonians west.

New York appears to follow a similar pattern. In the 18th century, New York City ran from the Governor’s Mansion, which was at the tip of Manhattan Island, where the Central Business District was and remains, to the poor house, which was almost at the palisades that marked the upper reaches of the city. Bowling Green (also at the tip of the island) and “the stylish streets west of Broadway and near the Battery,” (Burrows and Wallace [8], p. 448) remained the center of fashionable New York through the early 19th century.

But in the 1830s, uptown areas, such as Washington Square and later Fifth Avenue, developed as centers for the wealthy (previously Washington Square had served as an execution ground). Their growth perfectly paralleled the development of the omnibus. While the horse-drawn omnibus had only been introduced to New York in 1831, by 1833 there were 80 of them and by 1834, one New York paper referred to Manhattan as the “city of omnibuses” (Burrows and Wallace [8], p.565). The exodus of the non-poor from the downtown and the modern pattern of centralization of the poor really didn’t begin in the U.S. until the early 19th century, when expensive forms of horse-drawn transport eliminated the need for the rich to live within walking distance of their work.

The Centralization of Poverty: The Case of London and Paris

London, like New York, has a sizable population of rich residents. The huge time costs involved in commuting, by either car or train, have made proximity attractive in both of those metropolises. Both cities were built around public transportation, not automobiles, and as such driving is difficult and proximity remains attractive for the rich.18 Still, within London, there is considerable segregation of rich and poor, and it appears that the city basically follows a U.S. pattern. The poorest areas of the city, in the East End, directly abut the city center. The richer areas of the West End, such as Mayfair and Piccadilly, are somewhat further removed from the business center of the city, and they neighbor London’s sizable parks. This social geography has remained remarkably unchanged since the Victorian era.

The wealth of the West End predates public transportation. In the 18th century, a number of extremely wealthy nobles and haute bourgeoisie built villas and townhomes in this area. This was not a large scale phenomenon. These residents generally had carriages (a

18 It is also clearly true that London has consumption amenities which act to keep the rich in the center, as emphasized by Brueckner, Thisse and Zenou [7].
very elite form of transportation) and are quite unlikely to have worked at all. The larger group of richer, working Londoners “were scattered throughout all parts of the metropolis, but there were concentrations in the City, North London and the commercial parts of Westminster” (Sheppard [33]). The mass exodus of the upper middle class into the West End only happened in the 19th century, again accompanied by the onset of the bus and the train. Just as in the case of New York and Boston, London’s wealthy left the central city when public transportation became available.

Finally, there is the example of Paris, which always had wealth at its center (in the Louvre and the Ile de la Cite) and has wealth at its center today. Two hundred years ago, the core of Paris was filled with both rich and poor, often living on top of one another. As we have already seen, through the early 19th centuries, London, New York and Boston followed the same pattern. But in the case of Paris, the rich stayed at the center and the poor left. Why didn’t improvements in transportation technology induce the rich to leave Paris?

Brueckner, Thisse and Zenou [7] argue that the urban amenities of the City of Light are so attractive that the wealthy want to stay. Today, Parisian amenities are indeed striking, but at the dawn of the omnibus era, Paris was generally thought of as archetype of urban blight, a crowded, medieval city suffering from filth and disease. Victor Considerant described Paris in 1848 as “a great manufactory of putrefaction in which poverty, plague, and disease labor in concert, and air and sunlight barely enter. Paris is a foul hole …” (cited in Shapiro [33]). Indeed, at the beginning of the Second Empire, just as in London, the Parisian wealthy were moving away from the city center and heading progressively westward. The Louvre and the Ile de la Cite were crammed with slums and it would have been reasonable to expect Paris to end up exactly like Detroit.

But that was before Napoleon III and Baron Haussmann. In part out of an urban vision and in part out of a desire to eliminate the urban revolutions that had toppled two governments in 20 years, the Imperial government undertook a massive program of urban gentrification. They cleared slums, starting with the Louvre. In some cases, they just destroyed the housing and in others they replaced the slums with streets and squares. They built monuments, such as the Opera, and other public amenities to increase the demand of the rich for the city center. Finally, Haussmann rigorously regulated new construction and exercised “his strong partiality for expensive housing for the rich” (Jordan [21], p. 232).

The subsequent history of Paris echoed the work of Haussmann. Massive public housing was built outside of the city. Public transportation was extremely subsidized to enable the working classes to live in those suburbs and commute into the city. The central city was rigorously regulated and innovations that would have made high-density housing possible for the poor in the city were banned (high-rise building for example). Paris is an exception, and it reflects the remarkable commitment of the French government to avoiding centers of poverty in the national capital.

VII. Conclusion

19 It was typical for poorer Parisians to rent floors on the upper levels of the homes of the rich.
Traditional housing market explanations cannot explain all of the sorting of the poor into central cities. The income elasticity of demand for land is just too low. Instead, we find support for the views of Meyer, Kain and Wohl [25] and LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] that transportation-mode choice plays a key role in explaining income sorting.

None of this is meant to suggest that transport mode explains everything. First, the housing market surely matters. The centralization of older housing and in particular apartment buildings in central cities certainly helps explain the centralization of poverty (as in Brueckner and Rosenthal [6]). Any initial tendency of the poor to centralize which is the result of housing and transportation has surely been exacerbated by the social and political consequences of poverty. The marginal well-to-do suburbanite assuredly thinks more about school and crime than driving. We do not mean to minimize these forces, but rather suggest that these are, in many cases, outcomes that reflect an initial tendency of the poor to locate in central cities, and we join LeRoy and Sonstelie [23] in thinking that public transportation plays a major role in initializing this process.

The ability of different transportation modes to explain the urban concentration of poverty was surprising to us. But perhaps it shouldn’t have been such a surprise. After all, cities arise from the desire to eliminate transport costs for goods, people and ideas. From this point of view, it follows naturally that transport technologies will determine the structure of cities.
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Figure 1  Income and Distance from the CBD in Three Old Cities
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Table 1: Poverty in Cities and Suburbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Center City Resident</th>
<th>Suburban Resident</th>
<th>Metropolitan Area</th>
<th>Non-Metro Area Resident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.1990</td>
<td>0.0753</td>
<td>0.1195</td>
<td>0.1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>0.2089</td>
<td>0.0599</td>
<td>0.1184</td>
<td>0.0914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>0.1984</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>0.0988</td>
<td>0.1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>0.1865</td>
<td>0.0744</td>
<td>0.1282</td>
<td>0.1546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>0.1895</td>
<td>0.1031</td>
<td>0.1247</td>
<td>0.1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed house in the last 5 years</td>
<td>0.2166</td>
<td>0.0974</td>
<td>0.1453</td>
<td>0.1626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed house within the same MSA in the last 5 Years</td>
<td>0.2186</td>
<td>0.0941</td>
<td>0.1399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed House and MSA in the Last 5 Years</td>
<td>0.2130</td>
<td>0.1004</td>
<td>0.1519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stayed in Same House for the last 5 years</td>
<td>0.1695</td>
<td>0.0538</td>
<td>0.0846</td>
<td>0.0947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>0.2768</td>
<td>0.1364</td>
<td>0.2375</td>
<td>0.2863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Blacks</td>
<td>0.1677</td>
<td>0.0690</td>
<td>0.1013</td>
<td>0.1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 18-39</td>
<td>0.1911</td>
<td>0.0814</td>
<td>0.1300</td>
<td>0.1478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 40-65</td>
<td>0.1395</td>
<td>0.0494</td>
<td>0.0752</td>
<td>0.0849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in the labor force</td>
<td>0.2724</td>
<td>0.1180</td>
<td>0.1728</td>
<td>0.1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the labor force</td>
<td>0.1030</td>
<td>0.0403</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
<td>0.0748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.1835</td>
<td>0.0682</td>
<td>0.1092</td>
<td>0.1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA's Percent Black is 10% or Less</td>
<td>0.1821</td>
<td>0.0857</td>
<td>0.1234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table reports sample means based on micro data from the 2000 IPUMS 1% Sample.
### Table 2: Distance from City Center, Poverty and Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from CBD, less than 3 miles</th>
<th>Poverty Rate</th>
<th>Log(Household Median Income)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Old Cities</td>
<td>New Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, less than 3 miles</td>
<td>-0.0428</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0010)</td>
<td>(0.0029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, between 3 and 10 miles</td>
<td>-0.0121</td>
<td>-0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
<td>(0.0006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, more than 10 miles</td>
<td>-0.0016</td>
<td>-0.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0001)</td>
<td>(0.0004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.2964</td>
<td>0.1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0026)</td>
<td>(0.0073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>44758</td>
<td>8345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R2</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unit of analysis is a census tract. The data are from the year 2000. The "Old Cities" include Boston, Chicago, New York City and Philadelphia. The "New Cities" include Atlanta, Houston, Los Angeles and Phoenix. Each regression is population weighted and standard errors are reported in parentheses. The sample includes all tracts within 25 miles of CBD. The explanatory variables are linear splines. The coefficient estimates represent the marginal effect in the stated mileage range.
Table Three: Commuting in Monocentric versus Decentralized Metro Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>commute time (minutes)</td>
<td>log(Income)</td>
<td>commute time (minutes)</td>
<td>distance (miles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD (miles)</td>
<td>-0.5857</td>
<td>0.1056</td>
<td>-0.7711</td>
<td>0.2959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0323)</td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
<td>(0.1703)</td>
<td>(0.0588)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA Employment Centralization*Distance from CBD</td>
<td>2.6246</td>
<td>-0.0982</td>
<td>3.6710</td>
<td>0.4636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0784)</td>
<td>(0.0068)</td>
<td>(0.4002)</td>
<td>(0.1392)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>26.0522</td>
<td>10.1833</td>
<td>21.0394</td>
<td>5.4335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0759)</td>
<td>(0.0066)</td>
<td>(0.4269)</td>
<td>(0.1465)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>20194</td>
<td>20182</td>
<td>11800</td>
<td>10941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted R2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.0510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Source</td>
<td>2000 Census</td>
<td>2000 Census</td>
<td>2001 NHTS</td>
<td>2001 NHTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of Analysis</td>
<td>Census Tract</td>
<td>Census Tract</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sample in columns (1) and (2) are all census tracts in the year 2000 that are within 10 miles of a CBD in a metropolitan area with at least 200,000 jobs. There are 109 metro areas in this sample. In columns (1) and (2) the regressions are population weighted. MSA Employment Centralization represents the share of metropolitan area total jobs that are within five miles of the CBD based on the 2001 Zip Code Employment File. The metropolitan area is defined as all zip codes within 25 miles of the CBD. This variable has a mean of .346 and a standard deviation of .135. In columns (3) and (4), the sample includes all people sampled in the 2001 National Household Transportation Survey who live in a zipcode that is within ten miles of one of the 109 metro areas.
## Table 4: The Income Elasticity of Demand for Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Log of land per household</th>
<th>Log(Age of Unit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single Detached</td>
<td>Single Detached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS OLS IV OLS IV</td>
<td>OLS IV OLS IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
<td>(5) (6) (7)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of household income</td>
<td>0.0807 0.0783 0.2570 0.3442 0.5484</td>
<td>-0.0514 -0.2283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0075) (0.0078) (0.0263) (0.0944) (0.0294)</td>
<td>(0.0382) (0.0121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>8.3144 7.8943 5.5720 4.5643 0.5608</td>
<td>4.1780 6.2523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0809) (0.0934) (0.3304) (0.1005) (0.3871)</td>
<td>(0.0382) (0.1615)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic controls included</td>
<td>no yes yes no yes no no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA fixed effects included</td>
<td>yes yes yes yes yes yes yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>13,081 13,081 13,081 21,154 21154</td>
<td>24076 24076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Sq'd.</td>
<td>0.0960 0.1060 0.1560</td>
<td>0.1292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The dependent variable in specifications (1)-(3) is the log of lot size for size for people who live in single detached dwellings. For apartment dwellers the dependent variable is the log of (unit's interior square footage*1.5/(floors in their building)). In specifications (2), (3), and (5) the demographic controls include the head of household's age, race, number of people in the household and whether children are present. In specifications (3), (5) and (7), head of household's education is used as an instrumental variable for income. The data source is the 2003 American Housing Survey. The unit of analysis is a household.
### Table 5: Transportation and Tract Poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16 Cities</th>
<th>New York City (non-Manhattan): Subways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, less than 3 Miles</td>
<td>0.0992</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0124)</td>
<td>(0.0118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, between 3 and 10 miles</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0020)</td>
<td>(0.0021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from CBD, more than 10 miles</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0009)</td>
<td>(0.0009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent using Public Transit</td>
<td>-1.9159</td>
<td>-1.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0500)</td>
<td>(0.0074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Rail Transit Line, less than 2 Miles</td>
<td>-0.0043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Rail Transit Line, more than 2 Miles</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles to closest Rail Transit Line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Squared to closest Rail Transit Line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0330)</td>
<td>(0.0326)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>10902</td>
<td>10902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Squared</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td>.427</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The unit of observation is the census tract. Sample includes tracts within 25 miles of the Central Business District. Regressions 1-3 include suppressed MSA dummies. Regressions are estimated using year 2000 Census Tract data. The dependent variable in these regressions is the log of tract median family income. The sixteen cities included in the sample used in columns 1-3 are: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, Portland, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, St. Louis and Washington, D.C. All of the regressions are population weighted. The explanatory variables whose first word is "Distance" are linear splines thus the coefficient estimate represents the marginal effect in the stated mileage range.
### Table Six: Public Transit Access and Census Tract Poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tract Within 1 mile of a Rail Transit Line</th>
<th>(1) 0.0404</th>
<th>(2) 0.0036</th>
<th>(3) 0.0372</th>
<th>(4) 0.0038</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.1617</td>
<td>0.1023</td>
<td>0.2916</td>
<td>0.1024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects</th>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>Tract</th>
<th>MSA</th>
<th>Tract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed Effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to CBD</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to CBD * Year Dummies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Area Dummy * Year Dummy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Area * Distance to CBD</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Area * Year Dummy * Distance to CBD</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Observations | 32,229 | 32,229 | 32,229 | 32,229 |
| Adjusted R-Squared | 0.379  | 0.892  | 0.334  | 0.892  |

Notes: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The unit of analysis is a census tract. CBD is the Central Business District. The sixteen cities included in the sample are: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, Portland, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, St. Louis and Washington D.C. The data set covers the years 1980, 1990 and 2000. All of the regressions are population weighted. The sample includes all tracts within 25 miles of the CBD.
Table 7: Travel Times by Mode and Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Walking (1)</th>
<th>Car (2)</th>
<th>Bus (3)</th>
<th>Subway (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>4.0731</td>
<td>5.6182</td>
<td>22.1610</td>
<td>18.4106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.3170)</td>
<td>(0.1055)</td>
<td>(1.3015)</td>
<td>(1.9547)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles to work</td>
<td>10.2305</td>
<td>1.5881</td>
<td>2.9472</td>
<td>3.3228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.3585)</td>
<td>(0.0180)</td>
<td>(0.2580)</td>
<td>(0.3132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>14,792</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Squared</td>
<td>0.5680</td>
<td>0.3570</td>
<td>0.4161</td>
<td>0.2507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The unit of analysis is a person. The data source is the 2001 National Household Transportation Survey. For specification (1), we estimate the regression for commuters who live within 3 miles from work. MSA fixed effects are included in each specification. For specifications (2)-(4), the sample includes all workers who live within 10 miles of where they work. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
### Table 8: Income Sorting by Transportation Zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Car Zone</th>
<th>log(Income)</th>
<th>log(Income)</th>
<th>Percent Using Public Transit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 3 miles of CBD</td>
<td>0.2214</td>
<td>-0.0146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0044)</td>
<td>(0.0012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 3 miles from CBD</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>-0.0098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0013)</td>
<td>(0.0003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 3 miles of CBD*Subway City</td>
<td>-0.3523</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0129)</td>
<td>(0.0035)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 3 miles of CBD*Subway City</td>
<td>-0.0039</td>
<td>-0.0066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0032)</td>
<td>(0.0009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 10 miles of the CBD</td>
<td>-0.0017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0044)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 10 miles from CBD</td>
<td>-0.0219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0055)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>10.7011</td>
<td>9.9893</td>
<td>0.1469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0400)</td>
<td>(0.0103)</td>
<td>(0.0028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>27218</td>
<td>27218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted R2</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each regression, the unit of analysis is a census tract. The data are from the year 2000. Subway City is a dummy variable that equals one if the tract's metropolitan area is Boston, Chicago, New York City or Philadelphia.

In columns (1 and 2), the dependent variable is the log of a census tract's median household income.

In column (1), the Car Zone is defined as the set of census tracts located between 5 and 15 miles from the CBD in metropolitan areas in which the highest public transit use in that mileage range is less than or equal to 2.5%. In Columns (2-3), the sample includes all tracts within ten miles of the CBD. All of the regressions are population weighted.

The explanatory variables are linear splines thus the coefficient estimate represents the marginal effect in the stated mileage range.

In columns (2) and (3) the omitted category is a city that does not have a subway system.